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Ballet Terminology Handout #1: Directions 
and Positions of the Body 
Theater Terms 

Upstage: away from the audience; toward the back of the stage 

  

Downstage: close to the audience; toward the front of the stage 

  

Stage right: the right side of the stage from the point of view of the performer 

  

Stage left: the left side of the stage from the point of view of the performer 

  

Positions of the Body 
En face 

/än ˈfäs/ 

Facing front 

  

De côté 

/duh koh-tey/ 

Facing side 

  

Croisé 

/crwah-zay/ 



Crossed 

  

Effacé 

/eh-fa-SAY/ 

Shaded 

  

Écarté 

/ay-kar-TAY/ 

Separated 

  

Devant 

/de-vAHnt/ 

To the front; in front 

  

Derrière 

/deh-ree-ehr/ 

To the back; behind 

  

Épaulée 

/ay-poh-LAY/ 

Shouldered 

  

 

 



Positions: Applied and Executed 

Épaulement 

/ay-pohl-MAHN/ 

Shouldering. Describes the placement of the shoulders in relation to the lower half of the body. 
Indicates the movement of the torso from the waist upward, bringing one shoulder forward and 
the other back with the head turned or inclined over the forward shoulder. The two fundamental 
positions of épaulement are croisé and effacé. When épaulement is used the position of the 
head depends upon the position of the shoulders and the shoulder position depends upon the 
position of the legs. Épaulement gives the finishing artistic touch to every movement and is a 
characteristic feature of the modern classical style compared to the old French style, which has 
little épaulement. 

  

Arabesque 

/a-ra-BESK/ 

A position of the body in profile, supported on one leg, which can be straight or demi-plié, with 
the other leg extended behind and at right angles to it, and the arms held in various harmonious 
positions creating the longest possible line from the fingertips to the toes. The shoulders must 
be held square to the line of direction. The Russian school (Vaganova) uses four principal 
arabesques. Arabesques are generally used to conclude a phrase of steps, both in the slow 
movements of adagio and the brisk movements of allégro. 

  

First Arabesque 

The body is supported on one leg with the other lifted at a right or greater angle to the 
supporting leg. The body is inclined forward from the waist with a strongly arched back. The arm 
on the side of the supporting leg is extended forward and the other taken out to the side a little 
behind the second position. 

  

Second Arabesque 

The body and legs are the same as in the first arabesque but the arms are reversed. That is, the 
arm on the side of the supporting leg is taken back far enough to be seen behind the body while 
the other arm is extended forward. The head is turned toward the audience. 



  

Third Arabesque 

This arabesque faces diagonally toward the audience. The supporting leg is nearer the 
audience with the other raised in croisé derrière at right angles to the supporting leg. The body 
is inclined forward with the arm opposite the supporting leg extended forward on a level with the 
shoulder and the other arm extended to the side. The head is turned toward the forward arm. 

  

Fourth Arabesque 

The legs are in the same position as in the third arabesque but the arms are reversed and held 
at shoulder level. The arm on the side of the supporting leg is brought forward and the other arm 
taken back far enough to be seen behind the back. The body is half turned away from the 
audience by the strong arching of the back, with the head turned toward the audience. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



Ballet Terminology Quiz #1: Directions 
and Positions of the Body 
  

1. Which arabesque is this? 

 

 

a) First Arabesque 

b) Second Arabesque 

c) Third Arabesque 

d) Fourth Arabesque 

 

 

 

 

 



2.  

 

Is this attitude position: 

a) Croisé 

or 

b) Effacé? 

  

And is it 

a) Devant 

or 

b) Derrière? 

  

3. Is downstage closer to: 

a) The audience 

or 

b) The back of the stage? 

  



4. What ballet term means “shouldering”? 

____________________________ 

  

5. An arabesque creates the ___________________ possible line from the fingertips to the 
toes.  
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